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Silver Spoon Bowmen News
LCAS Windsor
The county windsor hosted by Friskney held on 21st May
2018.
Winners Em, lady compound with a fantastic score of 970,
1 arrow out of the gold. This would have been a national
record if it had ben a record status.
Dave Inglis, gent recurve with another great score, a pb,
894.
Mandie, Joshus, Lynn and John also took part in the competition.
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Congratulation to all.
European Archery Youth Cup
Abbie Spinks was chosen to represent GB at the
European Archery Youth Cup in Rovereto, Italy.

European Transplant Games
Sam will be taking part in Archery and Badminton when
he attends the games in Sardinia from 17th to 24th June.
We wish him all the best.
Sherwood WRS WA 720 3rd June
Tillie Scored 679 in her second session, which is 12 points more than the UK
record. Another record holder, but this time for real.

Thank you
Thanks to John and Nigel for doing a spot of gardening
at the field, strimming and mowing.
Thanks to Barry for putting up more bow hangers in the
container.
Thanks to Lynn and John who raised £50 from a school
have a go.
Thanks to Dave for putting in the slabs, in front of the
container, contributed by Sam and Sue. More to come yet.
OOBAC Nationals
Lynn and John went to OOBAC archers for the annual Nationals competition. Lynn won her
category and John was the strongest compound gent at the event, i.e. last but as he said “I at
least tried”.

Thanks to everyone who contributed to the suggestions for
helping the club go forward. Thanks also to the members who
attended the meeting. There were a number of ideas put
forward, which the committee hope to be putting in place. If
anyone still has ideas then please let someone on the committee
know, or write on the suggestion board in the clubhouse.

Coaching
Sam and John along with those coaches who can offer their time will be starting coaching nights
this month. The first Wednesday every month will be your chance to take advantage of the
coaching skills. Anyone and everyone is welcome.
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